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FRIDAY 
JANUARY 17, 2020 

TIME SESSION LOCATION 
4:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m. Check-in open Jameson Center 
5:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. LTW kick-off and welcome Jameson Center 
5:30 p.m. – 6:30 p.m. Group dinner Jameson Center 
6:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m. Announcements & Updates Breakout spaces 
7:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. Round Tables Part 1 Breakout spaces 
8:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m. Officer Tracks Breakout Spaces 
10:00 p.m.  Day 1 concludes / Free time Various locations 
   

SATURDAY 
JANUARY 18, 2020 

TIME SESSION LOCATION 
8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m. Breakfast Jameson Center 
9:00 a.m. – 10:00 p.m. Round Tables Part 2 Breakout spaces 
10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Officer Tracks Breakout spaces 
12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. Lunch Jameson Center 
1:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m. TEF Thank You Letter Writing Breakout spaces 
1:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. Round Tables Part 3 Breakout spaces 
2:30 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. Officer Tracks Breakout spaces 
5:30 p.m. – 6:30 p.m. Dinner Jameson Center 
6:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m. Announcements Jameson Center 
7:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. Officer Tracks Breakout spaces 
9:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.  Treats & Talks with National Council Main Building 
10:00 p.m. Day 2 concludes / Free time Various locations 
   

SUNDAY 
JANUARY 19, 2020 

TIME SESSION LOCATION 
8:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. Officer Tracks Breakout spaces 
10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.  Brunch Jameson Center 
11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Keynote Speaker: TBD Jameson Center 
12:00 p.m. – 12:30 p.m. Wrap Up & Final Announcements Jameson Center 
12:30 p.m. – 12:45 p.m. Group photo Jameson Center 
12:45 p.m. LTW conclusion/dismissal Jameson Center 
1:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. Optional HQ tours Triangle HQ 
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Welcome to Indiana and to the Leadership Training Weekend, Triangle’s officer 
education program! Over the next couple days, you’ll spend time making new friends, 
discussing ideas and issues, meeting staff and national officers and, I hop, thinking 
about how you can apply what you’ve learned to make your chapter stronger. 
 
LTW is an investment in our chapter/campus leaders, offering tracks in the areas most 
critical to chapter success so that you can learn, return to your chapters and lead. Don’t 
just leave behind the energy and enthusiasm you find here’ take it back! A good idea 
introduced and executed is far more valuable than a great idea never acted upon. 
 
Many of the resources used this weekend will be available to you and your members 
after the weekend is over. Share what you’ve learned here – make sure your other 
chapter officers have access to you and these materials. Keep in touch with the peers at 
other campuses – they do what you do and can be a great support system. 

 
Finally, build a partnership with the staff and volunteers who support our chapters every day. This network of ideas and 
excitement is one of Triangle’s most valuable assets. All chapters do essentially the same things to operate, just with 
different people. Utilize those who have worked with chapters for years to help you make better decisions. 
 
The last few years have been difficult for fraternities. Because of incidents and tragedies, many students are coming to 
campuses with event greater cynicism about the value of fraternity. The best way to counter stereotypes is to operate at 
a higher level. Grades, graduation rates and great jobs are what we should be doing better than others. 
 
Triangle is the only men’s STEM fraternity experience and offers an important support system for men pursuing STEM 
degrees. This must be a primary theme in our recruitment discussions, to attract the men we need to succeed. You will 
see more from us to support this theme, but our recruitment website (jointriangle.org) has a wealth of resources you 
can use right now. 
 
Further, we can no longer depend only upon IFC rush processes. Successful chapters have strong relationships with the 
dean and faculty of the colleges from which our members come. We must be more visible to students in those colleges 
and have the trust of faculty and administrators to recommend Triangle to their students. 
 
Enjoy your time in Indiana and start to plan a return in July for our Herb Scobie Leadership School at Butler! 
 

 
Tom Pennington, Executive Director 
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As a member of Triangle, I recognize my obligation to: 
 

1.   
Observe the Fraternity as set forth in the Ritual; 

  
2.  

Accept cheerfully my full share of any task, however menial, involved in maintaining a 
chapter home; 

 
3.   

Preserve and promote the chosen ideals of my Fraternity; 
 

4.  
Pay all personal bills promptly and always live within my means; 

  
5.  

Help create in my chapter home an environment in which enduring friendships may be 
formed; 

  
6.  

Maintain a creditable scholastic record; 
  

7.  
Promote the welfare of my profession; 

  
8.  

Maintain my self-respect by proper conduct at all times; 
  

9.  
Uphold faithfully the traditions and program of my Alma Mater; 

  
10.  

Pay the price of success in honest effort.  
 

 

C O D E  O F  E T H I C S  
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They have people skills 
The number one quality shared by successful event managers? People skills. You need to be comfortable connecting 
with all different types of people: active and new members, alumni, faculty, staff, upper-administration, potential 
members, other students, and outside stakeholders. To successfully work with this wide range of people, you’ll need to 
be able to nimbly resolve conflicts, be a confident but pleasant negotiator, and maintain your sense of humor. 
 

They are flexible 
Event managers must double as janitors and firemen. Cleaning up messes and putting out fires - quickly, quietly, and 
efficiently - is part of the job. Stay calm, get it done, then get back to running the show. 
 

They are good listeners 
The ability to understand what key stakeholders want from your event is critical. These folks may not be as skilled in this 
arena as you are, so they might not speak the lingo or know what’s realistic. You have to be able to discern their needs 
and make sure all parties share the same expectations. Pay attention to what’s said - and what’s not said - in key 
conversations. Tapping into these spoken (and unspoken) needs throughout your planning process will help you stay 
one step ahead. 
 

They’re organized 
To successfully run any event, you need to be able to juggle about 50 things at once. This multi-tasking prowess is 
required for both smooth planning and flawless execution of an event or program. The best planners have foolproof 
systems, step-by-step checklists, and handy tech tools. Working in events requires the ability to focus on the big picture 
while keeping track of all the little details. To avoid burnout, get comfortable delegating some of your more time-
consuming tasks. And if things don’t go according to plan, don’t be afraid to switch to plan “B.” 
 

They’re passionate 
With all the stress of the job, you have to really love what you do. Genuine passion helps you overcome bumps in the 
road and stay cool when all seems lost. It also leads to bursts of creativity and the inspiration to create something great 
instead of just trying to get through the day. Things like time management can be learned, but you can’t teach passion, 
and you’ll need it in order to succeed. Being an event manager can, at times, be a thankless job. 
 

They’re good communicators 
Clear, firm and kind communication establish you as a leader of the team, keeps everyone on track, and ensures that the 
goals of the event are clear to everyone involved. It also allows you to effectively share your vision and get others 
excited about it, too. Communicate in a way that is respectful to everyone and doesn’t put anyone down. Accept 
criticism and be open to new ideas. Everyone plays a part in the success of an event, so make sure you’re 
communicating with them in a clear, confident, and empowering way. 
 

They’re calm under pressure 
Your team will look to you for answers for almost everything. In moments of stress, the last thing they need is a shaky 
leader who makes poor decisions because they’re cracking under the pressure. Successful event managers stay level-
headed and continue to treat everyone with respect, no matter what. Try to remain cool, calm and collected when 
dealing with other people, even if you’re a bundle of nerves inside. 

They’re creative problem solvers 

TOP 10 QUALITIES OF EVENT MANAGERS 
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Whether it’s tracking down some emergency duct tape or reworking a keynote presentation at the last minute, you have 
to be resourceful with what you have. No matter how well you plan, something will go wrong. And it will be a lot easier 
to address if you enjoy finding creative solutions to the challenges that arise. 
 

They’re decisive 
Event managers need to be able to make several decisions at once and make them quickly. And, perhaps more 
importantly, they need to be able to recognize when it’s too late to change those decisions - and have the resolve to 
stand by them. 
 

They’re experienced 
It will be a lot easier for people to trust you if you have a significant amount of experience. And your job will be easier 
for you once you’ve seen the range of challenges an event can throw at you. Plus, the experienced manager has a 
network of trusted professionals to call on when things get tough. If you don’t have ton of experience yet, don’t worry - 
just give it time! 
 
 

MAKING CONNECTIONS 
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Phase 1: Project Initiation 
This is the start of the project, and the goal of this phase is to define the project at a board level. This phase 

usually begins with a business case. So, is the project feasible and should it be undertaken? This is where you 
will want to outline the requirements and needs of the project (resources, people, money, time, logistics, etc.) 

 
Phase 2: Project Planning 

This phase is key to successful project management and focuses on developing a road map that everyone will 
follow. This phase typically begins with setting goals. 

 
If you want your organization to be successful, you need to set goals. Without goals you lack focus and 

direction. Goal setting not only allows you to take control of your organization’s direction; it also provides you 
a benchmark for determining whether you are actually succeeding. You want to set goals that motivate you 

and that are SMART. 
 

Phase 3: Project Execution 
This is the phase where deliverables are developed and completed. This often feels like the meat of the 

project since a lot is happening during this time, like the status reports and meetings, development updates, 
and performance reports.  

 
Phase 4: Project performance/Monitoring 

This is all about measuring project progression and performance and ensuring that everything happening 
aligns with the project management plan. Project managers will use key performance indicators (KPIs) to 

determine if the project is on track. 
 

Phase 5 : Project Closure 
This phase represents the completed project. There may still be things to accomplish like closing out the 

budget, doing an assessment, and recognizing contributors, but in general your project is complete. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
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Specific Goals 
Your goal must be clear and well defined. Vague or generalize goals are unhelpful because they don’t provide sufficient 
direction. Remember, you need goals to show you the way. Make is as easy as you can to get where you want to go by 

defining precisely where you want to end up. 
 

Measurable Goals 
Include precise amounts, dates, and so on in your goals so you can measure your degree of success. If you goal is simply 

defined as “to reduce expenses” how will you know when you have been successful? Without a way to measure your 
success you miss out on the celebration that comes with knowing you have actually achieved something. 

 
Attainable Goals 

Make sure that it’s possible to achieve the goals you set. If you set a goal that you have no hope of achieving, you will 
only demoralize yourself and erode your  

confidence. 
 

However, resist the urge to set goals that are too easy. Accomplishing a goal that you didn’t have to work hard for can 
be anticlimactic at best and can also make you fear setting future goals that carry a risk of non-achievement. By setting 
realistic yet challenging goals, you hit the balance you need. These are the types of goals that require you to “raise the 

bar” and they bring the greatest personal  
satisfaction. 

 
Relevant Goals 

Goals should be relevant to the direction you want your organization to take. By keeping goals aligned with this, you’ll 
develop the focus you need to get ahead and do what you want.  

 
Time-Bound Goals 

Your goals must have a deadline. Again, this means that you know when you can celebrate success. When you are 
working on a deadline, your sense of urgency increases achievement will come that much quicker. 

During this phase, the scope of the project is defined, and a project management plan is developed. It involves 
identifying the cost, quality, available resources, and a realistic timetable. 
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PROJECT EXECUTION TASKS 
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MEMBER’S NEEDS  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FRESHMEN 

SOPHOMORES & JUNIORS 

SENIORS 
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What is the purpose of new member education? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What are the goals you hope to accomplish through new member education? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

PURPOSE OF NEW MEMBER EDUCATION 
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THOUGHTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EFFECTIVE ONBOARDING 
 

1. Allows new members to hit the ground running 
If they have a clear understanding of the organization, their role, and expectations, they can 
jump into the process immediately and start to make a difference. 
 

2. It instills members with confidence 
In both their own ability to be effective - because they have the information and contacts 
they need - and the organization which has had the foresight to provide them with that 
background and made them feel a part of the vision. 

3. It improves retention 
Through facilitating a good start and providing appropriate background - that people will do a 
good job in the long term...and stay longer with the organization. 
 

4. It makes life easier for others in the organization 
By eliminating the need for new members to ask them constantly for information and advice. 
 

5. It enfolds new members into the existing social structure 
Thereby helping them to feel comfortable and to bond with others, and at the same time 
helping to improve the organizational climate (the way the organization “feels” to those who 
are a part of it and have contact with it). 
 

6. It formally welcomes new members into the organization 
And makes them feel that they have support and resources to rely on. 
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NEW MEMBER EXPECTATIONS 
 

• Make friends 

• Have a positive experience 

• Learn, grow and develop 

• Join something organized - not disorganized 

• Be respected as a member and as a person 

• Be helped in their transition 

• Be treated fairly 

• Be taken care of 

• Be challenged 

• Feel welcomed 

• Feel valued 

• Have expectations communicated to them 

• Have fun 

• Accomplish something great 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

What are some of the ways that you can help your new members feel valued? 

PURPOSE OF NEW MEMBER EDUCATION 
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HELPING NEW MEMBERS FEEL VALUED 
 

Appreciate Them 
Notice your members doing things that add value to the organization. It could be their upbeat positive attitude or their 
hard work. It could be the effort and thought they put into a project. Let them know you appreciate who they are and 

what they do. But keep in mind that different people like to be appreciated differently. 
 

Offer clarity 
Enroll your new members in the mission, vision, and values of the organization. Make sure that your new members 

clearly understand the expectations of their membership and the purpose behind the events that they go to or projects 
that they work on. It’s tough to do a great job when you’re not sure what is expected of you and the goal behind the 

task. It’s also challenging to feel you matter when no one else has taken the time to clarify the program/job/goal. Help 
them understand that all tasks contribute to the success of the organization. 

 
Be Interested & Show That You Care 

Your members bring more than their physical presence to the organization; they bring their life history, their personal 
life, and their stories and experiences. Ask them about themselves. Connecting with them will help you gain an 

understanding of their past, their present, and their goals for their future. 
 

Openly Communicate 
According to a recent survey of 1,000 full-time employees across the US conducted by 15Five, 81% of those surveyed 

would rather work for a company that values open communication than one that offers great perks. This is no different 
for the organization experience. We feel valued when we’re engaged in conversations that impact the organization. 

 
Seek Opinions 

Ask for your member’s feedback, ideas and opinions. They have a fresh and new perspective that could be just what 
your organization needs. Plus, someone whose ideas are considered is more likely to want to keep contributing as an 

integral part of the team. 
 

Help Them Grow 
Learn your member’s strengths and aspirations. When you help your members grow-through offering connections, 

support, mentoring, new opportunities- you empower them. Make sure you are utilizing each of their strengths. It will 
bring out the best in them and in turn be of benefit to the organization. 

 
Trust Them 

Give them the freedom to own their experience and contributions. It is empowering to feel a sense of pride when we do 
good work and take personal ownership of the results. 

 
Be Accountable 

Follow through on the commitments you make. Being accountable is a way of showing respect. It’s a way of saying the 
other person is important to you. Being accountable is a way of building trust and letting the other person know you 

value them. 
 

Welcome Them 
Getting new members off on the right foot is important to their success in the organization. Offering a warm welcome is 
a great first step. Setting them up for success includes acclimating them to the culture and providing and understanding 

for the overall vision including how their role fits into the bigger picture. 
 

Be Authentic 
When those around us are genuine and authentic, we tend to be freer to be ourselves. When honest and genuineness 

are the norm, we are more creative and open and, as a result, do our best work. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF CONTINUING MEMBER EDUCATION 
 

• The ability to engage in vulnerable conversations 
 

• Introduction to a more holistic member experience 
 

• The opportunity to live a better lifestyle 
 

• A chance to improve their discipline 
 

• Opportunities to network with various stakeholders 
 

• A chance to gain confidence through member interactions, public speaking, or developing new skills 
 

• Opportunity to gain a competitive edge 
 

• The chance to engage in critical conversations around relevant topics 

 
 
 

Topic Ideas for Continuing Member Education 
Equality 
Equity 

Diversity 
Social Justice 

Professional Development 
Academic Success 

Politics 
Religion 

Values Alignment & Attunement 
Consent 

Masculinity 
Financial Stability 

Bystander Behavior 
Mental Health & Anxiety 

Finding Your Passion 
Leaving a Legacy 

Leadership Development 
Social Skill Development 

THE JOURNEY 
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3.6.1     ALCOHOL AND DRUGS 
In any activity sponsored or endorsed by any Triangle chapter or at any event that a reasonable, objective observer would associate 
with a chapter, including those that occur on or off chapter premises: 
 

1. Chapters, members, and guests must comply with all federal, state, provincial, and local laws. No person under the legal 
drinking age may possess, consume, provide, or be provided alcoholic beverages. 
 

2. Chapters, members, and guests must follow the federal law regarding illegal drugs and controlled substances. No person 
may possess, use, provide, distribute, sell, and/or manufacture illegal drugs or other controlled substances while at any 
chapter premises or at any activity or event sponsored or endorsed by the chapter. 

 
3. Alcoholic beverages must either be: (a) provided and sold on a per-drink basis by a licensed and insured third-party vendor 

(e.g., restaurant, bar, caterer, etc.); or (b) brought by individual members and guests through a bring your own beverage 
(“BYOB”) system. The presence of alcohol products above 15% alcohol by volume (ABV) is prohibited on any chapter 
premises or at any event, except when served by a licensed and insured third-party vendor. 

 
4. Common sources of alcohol, including bulk quantities, which are not being served by a licensed, insured third-party vendor, 

are prohibited (i.e., amounts of alcohol greater than what a reasonable person should consume over the duration of an 
event). 

 
5. Alcoholic beverages must not be purchased with chapter funds or funds pooled by members or guests (e.g. admission fees, 

cover fees, collecting funds through digital apps, etc.) 
 

6. A chapter must not co-host or co-sponsor, or in any way participate in, an activity or event with another group or entity 
that purchases or provides alcohol. 

 
7. A chapter must not co-host or co-sponsor an event with a bar, event promoter or alcohol distributor; however, a chapter 

may rent a bar, restaurant, or other licensed and insured third-party vendor to host a chapter event. 
 

8. Attendance by non-members at any event where alcohol is present must be by invitation only, and the chapter must utilize 
a guest list system. Attendance at events with alcohol is limited to a 3:1 maximum guest-to-member ratio and must not 
exceed local fire or building code capacity of the chapter premises or event venue. 

 
9. Any event or activity related to the new member joining process (e.g., recruitment, intake, rush, etc.) must be substance 

free. No alcohol or drugs may be present if the event or activity is related to new member activities, meetings, or initiation 
into an organization, including but not limited to “bid night,” “big/little” events or activities, “family” events or activities, 
and any ritual or ceremony. 

 
10. Chapters, members or guests must not permit, encourage, coerce, glorify or participate in any activities involving the rapid 

consumption of alcohol, such as drinking games. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

HEALTH & SAFETY GUIDELINES 
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3.6.2     HAZING 
The term “hazing” means any intentional, knowing, or reckless act committed by a person, whether individually or in concert with 
other persons, against any individual or group of individuals, regardless of affiliation, whether or not committed at a Triangle 
premises, for the purpose of recruiting, joining, pledging, initiating, admitting, affiliating, or for the purpose of continued 
membership or enhanced status in an organization that causes an individual or group of individuals to do any of the following, 
regardless of a person’s willingness to participate: 

 
a. Be coerced to violate federal, state, provincial, local law, or [organizational] policy. 
 
b. Be coerced to consume any food, liquid, alcoholic liquid, drug, or other substance in any non-customary manner which 
subjects the individual or group of individuals to a substantial risk of emotional or physical harm which includes but not 
limited to sickness, vomiting, intoxication, or unconsciousness. 
 
c. Endure brutality of a physical nature, including but not limited to whipping, beating, paddling, branding, dangerous 
physical activity, or exposure to elements or endure threats of such conduct that results in mental or physical harm. 
 
d. Endure brutality of a mental nature, including but not limited to activity adversely affecting the mental health or dignity 
of the individual, sleep deprivation, exclusion from social contact or conduct that could result in extreme embarrassment or 
endure threats of such conduct that results in mental or physical harm. 
 
e. Endure any other activity which adversely affects the health and safety of an individual, including but not limited to the 
disruption of academic performance or class attendance, required designated driving programs, line ups, calisthenics, or 
personal, physical, or financial servitude. 
 

3.6.3     SEXUAL ABUSE AND MISCONDUCT 
Triangle and its members must comply with all federal, state, provincial and local laws related to sexual misconduct. This is to 
include any actions, activities, or events, whether at a chapter facility or an off-site location, that are demeaning to women or men, 
This is including, but not limited to definitions around consent, sexual violence, sexual harassment, domestic violence, dating 
violence, stalking and sexual exploitation. The hiring or use of strippers, exotic dancers, or similar, whether professional or amateur, 
at a fraternity event as defined in this policy is prohibited. 
 
3.6.4     RESPECT AND DIGNITY 
Triangle expects it organizations, members and guests to respect the dignity of all persons. This includes, but is not limited to, the 
areas of gender, ethnicity, national origin, race, sexuality, religious or cultural practices or individuals with disabilities. Abusive, 
harassing or discriminatory behavior towards others is prohibited. 
 
3.6.5     FIGHTING AND PHYSICAL ABUSE 
The fraternity will not tolerate or condone any form of fighting or physically abusive behavior while on chapter premises or during a 
fraternity event, in any situation sponsored or endorsed by the chapter, or at any event a reasonable observer would associate with 
the fraternity. 
 
3.6.6     FIRE, HEALTH & SAFETY 
Chapter houses must meet all applicable fire and health codes and standards. Chapters should also comply with any 
recommendations as reported by the Fraternity’s insurance company or municipal authorities. 
 

 
 

For more information regarding Triangle’s Risk Policies, visit triangle.org/actives/thsi 
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CASE STUDY: WHO KILLED JANE DOE? 

 
Jane Doe, age 20, was dead on arrival. Several fraternity members, concerned by her unconscious vomiting, drove her to the 
emergency room at 2:30 a.m. But even before they pulled into the emergency drive, her breathing had stopped. Successive 
attempts by the hospital staff to revive her failed. 
 
The sisters of Mu Epsilon were sorry. She had lived in the chapter house for two years. All her sisters knew about her drinking 
problem and more than a few had escorted/carried her home from past parties and held her hand as she threw-up all night. 
 
Karen, her best friend and pledge mom was sorry. Jane and Karen had decided to get primed for the Alpha Lambda mixer later than 
evening. Each had done several shots at their favorite campus bar. 
 
The brothers of Alpha Lambda were sorry. The chapter had successfully dodged their National Fraternity’s risk management policy 
all year. No one else on campus was following it, so why should they? Besides, if they didn’t provide alcohol and serve minors, no 
women would come to their parties. 
 
Joe, an Aloha Lambda pledge and designated bartender, was sorry. Nobody ever told him not to serve people that were already 
drunk. Jane didn’t look any drunker than anyone else at the party. Besides, Jane was hanging all over Mike, and a little more beer 
might have helped him get lucky. 
 
The IFC was sorry. Twelve of the 15 chapters on campus have national risk management policies specifically prohibiting the purchase 
and serving of alcoholic beverages. The IFC rep from Beta Rho had brought up the idea of a unified IFC Risk Management Policy 
earlier in the year, but the idea had been voted down. 
 
The Panhellenic Council was sorry. They voted to send flowers to Mu Epsilon to show their support. Men’s fraternities are the source 
of the campus alcohol problem, so the Panhellenic didn’t feel like there was much more they could have done. 
 
The local bar staff members Jane and Karen had visited were sorry. They had stamped Jane’s hand “underage” but hadn’t bothered 
to monitor bar patrons beyond the front door. Underage dollars made up the largest percentage of their profit and they simply 
couldn’t afford to enforce the drinking age when other bars didn’t. 
 
Jane’s parents were sorry. She started drinking during her sophomore year of high school. But what could they do? All kids are going 
to drink with or without their parent’s permission. 
 
Who was to blame for the death of Jane Doe? Rank the nine in order of most to least. 
   
1.   
  
2.   
  
3.   
  
Was bystander behavior involved in this scenario? Who could have intervened? 
 
 
What provisions of the Risk Management Policy did Alpha Lambda violate in this scenario? 
 
 
What could Alpha Lambda have done to reduce their risk in this situation? 

4. 
 
5. 
 
6. 

7. 
 
8. 
 
9. 
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WHEN YOU HEAR THE WORD “BYSTANDER” WHAT DO YOU THINK IT MEANS? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WHAT WOULD BE SOME EXAMPLES OF SOME WAYS THAT YOU COULD INTERVENE IN REAL-
LIFE SITUATIONS THAT YOU MAY ENCOUNTER (LANGUAGE OR ACTIONS)? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE BYSTANDER EFFECT 

BYSTANDER INTERVENTION  
 

D i s c o u r a g e  v i c t i m  b l a m i n g  
 

O f f e r i n g  t h e  c h a n c e  t o  c h a n g e  s o c i a l  n o r m s  
 

S h i f t i n g  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  t o  m e n  a n d  w o m e n  
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CALM THE PERSON 
GATHER INFORMATION 

LOOK AT OPTIONS 
PROVIDE SUPPORT 

KNOW APPROPRIATE REFERRALS 
DO NOT ENMESHED 

 
 

Emergency Situations 

• You want to look for the best exit strategies (getting out of the situation for those involved. 

• Be clear and direct with all of your requests. 

• Make safe choices; consider the level of risk in choosing an action for intervening. 

• Understand boundaries and limits - don’t be a hero. Remember verbal fights can quickly turn into 
physical fights (it’s often better to walk away). 

• Intervene early - before a problem becomes a crisis or disaster. 

• Choose the most effective ways of helping for that particular situation. Be sure to not make the situation 
escalate. 

• Publicly state your commitment to helping. “I will do X.” 

• Engage other bystanders - “You do Y.” 

• Discuss consequences that the other person cares about - encourage values-based decisions. 

• Assess personal exposure/liability when actions you know about are criminal. 

• Call 9-1-1 if it is not safe or prudent for you to help directly. 
 
Non-Emergency Situations 

• Consider the frequency, duration and intensity/severity when evaluating a situation. 

• Determine the barrier for the person if possible - motivation, ability or environment. 

• Know your limits as a helper - engage others as necessary. 

• Be sensitive, understanding and non-judgmental. 

• Challenge mis-perceptions - express your true feelings/beliefs. 

• Identify the red flags; anticipate problems. 

• Determine the priority goal; formulate a plan; prepare/practice what you want to say. 

• Interrupt/distract/delay a situation you think might be problematic - before it becomes an emergency! 

• Set boundaries - do not make excuses for the person or otherwise enable them. 

• Conduct conversations in a safe environment. Maintain mutual respect and mutual purpose. 

• Remember the law of delivery - who (persons), what (content), when (timing), where (location), why 
(reasons), and how (ton). 

 
 

THE BYSTANDER EFFECT 
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The Five Point Formula 
 
I Care 
Let the person know you care about him/her and that because of the significance of the relationship you need 
to discuss something very important. Both starting and ending discussion with an emphasis that you are doing 
this out of genuine concern, caring and respect for the person, sandwiches the difficult feedback between 
strong positives. Choose words you are comfortable with and fit your style. 
 
I See 
Report/Review actual events with your friends, as you perceive them. Remember you are evaluating the 
behavior not the person. Try to limit your statements to observable, irrefutable facts/ The more you have, the 
better. 
 
I Feel 
Tell the person your own feelings using “I statements” to reveal your feelings. 
 
I Want 
Tell the person what you would like to see happen. 
 
I Will 
Specify what you will or will not do. Only set ultimatums if you can, and will, stick to them. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE BYSTANDER EFFECT 

S.E.E.  MODEL 
 

S A F E  R e s p o n d i n g  
Decide a course of action that best ensures the safety of those involved. Maintain mutual respect and mutual 

purpose. 
 

E A R L Y  I n t e r v e n t i o n  
Understand the importance of intervening early - before it becomes a problem, crisis or disaster. 

 
E F F E C T I V E  H e l p i n g  

Develop specific helping skills and how to avoid harmful helping. 
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Helping, Fixing or Serving?  
By Rachel Naomi Remen  
 
"Fixing and helping create a distance between people, but we cannot serve at a distance. We can only serve that to 
which we are profoundly connected."  
 
Helping, fixing and serving represent three different ways of seeing life. When you help, you see life as weak. When you 
fix, you see life as broken. When you serve, you see life as whole. Fixing and helping may be the work of the ego, and 
service the work of the soul.  
 
Service rests on the premise that the nature of life is sacred, that life is a holy mystery which has an unknown purpose. 
When we serve, we know that we belong to life and to that purpose. From the perspective of service, we are all 
connected: All suffering is like my suffering and all joy is like my joy. The impulse to serve emerges naturally and 
inevitably from this way of seeing.  
 
Serving is different from helping. Helping is not a relationship between equals. A helper may see others as weaker than 
they are, needier than they are, and people often feel this inequality. The danger in helping is that we may inadvertently 
take away from people more than we could ever give them; we may diminish their self-esteem, their sense of worth, 
integrity or even wholeness.  
 
When we help, we become aware of our own strength. But when we serve, we don’t serve with our strength; we serve 
with ourselves, and we draw from all of our experiences. Our limitations serve; our wounds serve; even our darkness can 
serve. My pain is the source of my compassion; my woundedness is the key to my empathy.  
 
Serving makes us aware of our wholeness and its power. The wholeness in us serves the wholeness in others and the 
wholeness in life. The wholeness in you is the same as the wholeness in me. Service is a relationship between equals: 
our service strengthens us as well as others. Fixing and helping are draining, and over time we may burn out, but service 
is renewing. When we serve, our work itself will renew us. In helping we may find a sense of satisfaction; in serving we 
find a sense of gratitude.  
 
Harry, an emergency physician, tells a story about discovering this. One evening on his shift in a busy emergency room, a 
woman was brought in about to give birth. When he examined her, Harry realized immediately that her obstetrician 
would not be able to get there in time and he was going to deliver this baby himself. Harry likes the technical challenge 
of delivering babies, and he was pleased. The team swung into action, one nurse hastily opening the instrument packs 
and two others standing at the foot of the table on either side of Harry, supporting the woman’s legs on their shoulders 
and murmuring reassurance. The baby was born almost immediately.  
 
While the infant was still attached to her mother, Harry laid her along his left forearm. Holding the back of her head in 
his left hand, he took a suction bulb in his right and began to clear her mouth and nose of mucous. Suddenly, the baby 
opened her eyes and looked directly at him. In that instant, Harry stepped past all of his training and realized a very 
simple thing: that he was the first human being this baby girl had ever seen. He felt his heart go out to her in welcome 
from all people everywhere, and tears came to his eyes.  
 
Harry has delivered hundreds of babies and has always enjoyed the excitement of making rapid decisions and testing his 
own competency. But he says that he had never let himself experience the meaning of what he was doing before or 
recognize what he was serving with his expertise. In that flash of recognition, he felt years of cynicism and fatigue fall 
away and remembered why he had chosen this work in the first place. All his hard work and personal sacrifice suddenly 
seemed to him to be worth it.  
 
He feels now that, in a certain sense, this was the first baby he ever delivered. In the past he had been preoccupied with 
his expertise, assessing and responding to needs and dangers. He had been there many times as an expert, but never 
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before as a human being. He wonders how many other such moments of connection to life he has missed. He suspects 
there have been many.  
 
As Harry discovered, serving is different from fixing. In fixing, we see others as broken, and respond to this perception 
with our expertise. Fixers trust their own expertise but may not see the wholeness in another person or trust the 
integrity of the life in them. When we serve we see and trust that wholeness. We respond to it and collaborate with it. 
And when we see the wholeness in another, we strengthen it. They may then be able to see it for themselves for the 
first time.  
 
One woman who served me profoundly is probably unaware of the difference she made in my life. In fact, I do not even 
know her last name and I am sure she has long forgotten mine.  
 
At twenty-nine, because of Crohn’s Disease, much of my intestine was removed surgically and I was left with an 
ileostomy. A loop of bowel opens on my abdomen and an ingeniously designed plastic appliance which I remove and 
replace every few days covers it. Not an easy thing for a young woman to live with, and I was not at all sure that I would 
be able to do this. While this surgery had given me back much of my vitality, the appliance and the profound change in 
my body made me feel hopelessly different, permanently shut out of the world of femininity and elegance.  
 
At the beginning, before I could change my appliance myself, it was changed for me by nurse specialists called 
enterostomal therapists. These white-coated experts were women my own age. They would enter my hospital room, 
put on an apron, a mask and gloves, and then remove and replace my appliance. The task completed, they would strip 
off all their protective clothing. Then they would carefully wash their hands. This elaborate ritual made it harder for me. 
I felt shamed.  
 
One day a woman I had never met before came to do this task. It was late in the day and she was dressed not in a white 
coat but in a silk dress, heels and stockings. She looked as if she was about to meet someone for dinner. In a friendly way 
she told me her first name and asked if I wished to have my ileostomy changed. When I nodded, she pulled back my 
covers, produced a new appliance, and in the most simple and natural way imaginable removed my old one and 
replaced it, without putting on gloves. I remember watching her hands. She had washed them carefully before she 
touched me. They were soft and gentle and beautifully cared for. She was wearing a pale pink nail polish and her 
delicate rings were gold.  
 
At first, I was stunned by this break in professional procedure. But as she laughed and spoke with me in the most 
ordinary and easy way, I suddenly felt a great wave of unsuspected strength come up from someplace deep in me, and I 
knew without the slightest doubt that I could do this. I could find a way. It was going to be all right.  
 
I doubt that she ever knew what her willingness to touch me in such a natural way meant to me. In ten minutes she not 
only tended my body, but healed my wounds. What is most professional is not always what best serves and strengthens 
the wholeness in others. Fixing and helping create a distance between people, an experience of difference. We cannot 
serve at a distance. We can only serve that to which we are profoundly connected, that which we are willing to touch. 
Fixing and helping are strategies to repair life. We serve life not because it is broken but because it is holy.  
 
Serving requires us to know that our humanity is more powerful than our expertise. In forty-five years of chronic illness I 
have been helped by a great number of people, and fixed by a great many others who did not recognize my wholeness. 
All that fixing and helping left me wounded in some important and fundamental ways. Only service heals.  
Service is not an experience of strength or expertise; service is an experience of mystery, surrender and awe. Helpers 
and fixers feel causal. Servers may experience from time to time a sense of being used by larger unknown forces. Those 
who serve have traded a sense of mastery for an experience of mystery, and in doing so have transformed their work 
and their lives into practice.  
 

Rachel Naomi Remen, M.D. is Associate Clinical Professor of Family and Community Medicine at U.C.S.F. Medical School and co-founder and 
medical director of the Commonweal Cancer Help Program. She is author of the bestseller, Kitchen Table Wisdom: Stories That Heal. 

Helping, Fixing or Serving?, Rachel Naomi Remen, Shambhala Sun, September 1999. 
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF MEANINGFUL SERVICE 
 
Community Voice 
• Include consideration for the voice and needs of the community. 
• Allow the community to define what needs to be done before developing a project. 
• Community voice is essential to building connections, making changes and solving problems. 
 
Orientation & Training 
• Leaders should provide information to volunteers about community. 
• Information should cover necessary protocol to ensure proper behavior at service site. 
 
Meaningful Action 
• Service being done is necessary and valuable to community served. 
• Volunteers feel their actions are making a measurable difference. 
• Lack of meaningful action may result in participants not wanting to continue the service. 
 
Reflection 
• Participants should share stories and reactions immediately after experience. 
• Reflection may dispel stereotypes of groups served/address individuals’ alienation. 
• Reflection offers an opportunity to place experience in broader context. 
 
Evaluation 
 
• Evaluation measures the impact and effectiveness of participants’ service. 
• Participants should evaluate what was learned and agencies should evaluate results of contribution by  
   participants. 
• Evaluation gives direction for improvement and change. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SERVANT-BASED LEADERSHIP 
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CALENDAR CREATION 
Create a programming calendar that creates a rhythm within your organization 
Your members become accustomed to attending workshops and events and begin to recognize patterns of when things 
are held. This rhythm will, in turn, improve attendance. 
 
Calendars increase transparency within your organization 
Members can get overwhelmed by the number of programs, events, or reminders that are mentioned in a meeting. By 
having your calendar pre-planned and published your members will be able to map out their time accordingly. Believe 
me, they will appreciate it. 
 
Having a calendar reduces redundancy 
Keep copies of past calendars. That way you can identify what programs or trainings you have offered. You want to 
make sure your calendar is fresh and diverse. Offering the same programs over and over again becomes boring and stale 
and you will begin to lose participation. 
 
Your calendar will lead to collaboration 
Your members are hopefully involved in several different organizations and are connected to different people in 
different ways. By having a published programming calendar they may be able to identify opportunities to partner with 
other groups, or to attend other programs that are already being offered. Believe me- it will definitely help in working 
smarter not harder. 
 
Public & published calendars can help externally 
In recruitment you probably speak a lot about how you offer opportunities to assist your members professionally, 
academically, etc. By publishing your programming calendar, you are not only putting your money where your mouth is 
but you may find yourself attracting additional potential new members. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

W h a t  a r e  s o m e  o f  t h e  m o s t  s u c c e s s f u l  p r o g r a m s  y o u  h a v e  d e v e l o p e d  o r  a t t e n d e d ?  
 

W h a t  m a d e  i t  s t a n d  o u t ?  
 

W h a t  w a s  t h e  w o r s t  p r o g r a m  t h a t  y o u  a t t e n d e d ,  w h y ?  
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ELIMINATE OVER PROGRAMMING 
 

1. USE YOUR CAMPUS RESOURCES. DON’T FEE LIKE YOU NEED TO PLAN, ORGANIZE, AND OFFER THE PROGRAM IN 
HOUSE. CAN THIS BE SOMETHING THAT A FACULTY, STAFF, OR COMMUNITY MEMBER CAN OFFER YOUR 
ORGANIZATION? 
 

2. CHECK YOUR SCHOOL CALENDAR. TOPICS THAT YOU ARE THINKING ABOUT OFFERING YOUR MEMBERS MAY 
ALREADY BE SCHEDULED TO BE PRESENTED FOR THE ENTIRE CAMPUS OR OTHER STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS. IF 
IT’S ANOTHER STUDENT ORGANIZATION, ASK IF YOU CAN ATTEND. 
 

3. WORK WITH OTHER FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES. CHANCES ARE ALL OF THE OTHER FRATERNITIES AND 
SORORITIES ON YOUR CAMPUS ARE DOING THE EXACT SAME THING YOU ARE -PLANNING WHAT MEMBER 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS THEY ARE GOING TO HOST. CHECK WITH THEM TO SEE WHAT THEY HAVE 
SCHEDULED AND IF YOU CAN ATTEND OR IF THERE ARE OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU TO COLLABORATE. 
 

4. WORK WITH NATIONAL STAFF. THE NATIONAL STAFF OFFERS A LOT OF MEMBER DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
VIA ONLINE AND CHAPTER VISITS. TALK WITH ONE OF THE MEMBERS OF THE CHAPTER DEVELOPMENT TEAM TO 
SEE IF THERE ARE ANY UPCOMING PROGRAMS THAT YOUR ENTIRE ORGANIZATION CAN ATTEND OR IF THERE IS A 
PROGRAM THEY CAN OFFER ON AN UPCOMING VISIT. 
 

5. COMPARE YOUR WANTS WITH YOUR NEEDS. YOU MAY HAVE SEVERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMMING AS 
MANDATED BY THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION OR YOUR CAMPUS. THESE COULD BE THINGS LIKE RISK 
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS, ACADEMIC PROGRAMS, ETC. IF YOU ARE ALREADY REQUIRED TO OFFER THESE SEE 
HOW YOU CAN FIT THEM INTO YOUR MEMBER DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES. DON’T FEE THE NEED TO OFFER 
ONE RISK MANAGEMENT PROGRAM TO CHECK THE LIST FOR YOUR CAMPUS AND THEN ANOTHER FOR THE 
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION. KILL TWO BIRDS WITH ONE STONE. 
 

6. DON’T FEEL THE NEED TO ORGANIZATION A FULL-FLEDGED EDUCATIONAL SESSION. EDUCATION AND MEMBER 
DEVELOPMENT CAN HAPPEN IN A NUMBER OF WAYS. THE IMPORTANT PART IS THAT YOUR LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES ARE BEING MET. YOU CAN OFFER MEMBER DEVELOPMENT AT YOUR WEEKLY MEETING, AT A 
DINNER, OR AT A BROTHERHOOD EVENT. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

H o w  m a n y  p r o g r a m s  a r e  y o u  d o i n g  a  w e e k ?  A  m o n t h ?  A  s e m e s t e r ?  
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Let Triangle Save You Money on Graduate School! 
 
Serve Triangle as a Regional Leadership Specialist (RLS) and get back thousands in 
savings to pursue your graduate degree.  Here’s how it works: 
 
1)  You will train in the summer with HQ in chapter management, recruitment and health & safety 
education.  Summer training will occur July 1-August 15.  Triangle will provide costs of lodging 
and a weekly stipend during training. 
 
2)  After training, you will be based regionally in a Triangle chapter house to assist that chapter 
and to provide support and programs to other regional chapters.  Chapters will provide room and 
board and some positions will provide stipend or scholarship money for graduate study.  Total 
package will vary by chapter, depending upon grant funds available. 
 
Our goal is to have more well-trained chapter advisory volunteers working directly with our 
campus chapters, living in and working weekly with their chapter leaders.  This position is 
intended to be 20-25 hours a week, so that you will have time to pursue a graduate degree while 
also serving Triangle. 
 
Who Should Apply:  Ideal Candidates are former Presidents, Treasurers or Recruitment Chairs, 
or those who have attended LTW officer tracks, Scobie Leadership School or other leadership 
programs.  However, any seniors with chapter/campus leadership experience are welcome to 
apply.  Applications should be received by March 15. 
 
Currently, we expect RLS positions in Fall 2020 for Iowa State, Marquette, Nebraska, Oklahoma, 
Penn State and Purdue.  Other campuses will be added as we receive commitments from their 
housing boards.  Each of these campuses have world-class STEM graduate programs. 
 
Learn more and apply online at https://www.triangle.org/gradform/ or contact Executive 
Director Tom Pennington at tom@triangle.org.  
 
Those selected would need to be available for training in Indianapolis July 1-August 15 and will 
join Triangle staff at Scobie.  Pay package during training includes monthly compensation, food 
and lodging while traveling and all necessary software licenses for staff access. 
 
The Regional Leadership Specialist is a new option to provide trained live-in advisors 
for more chapters while also allowing more Triangle members to pursue graduate 
studies at a lower cost.  Those chosen will be best qualified to serve their chapter 
later as alumni chapter officers or to serve Triangle as a regional or national officer 
or committee member. 
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Fraternity Staff and Duties 

 
Tom Pennington 
Executive Director 
Email  | tom@triangle.org 
Phone | 317.837.9640 x 2003 
Contact Tom regarding Fraternity operations, National Council or Convention, Triangle Constitution & 
Bylaws or Regulations, campus situations, or risk management concerns. 
 
Rhonda Halcomb 
Director of Operations 
Email  | rhonda@triangle.org 
Phone | 317.837.9640 x 2002 
Contact Rhonda for assistance with all fee and membership related issues, including chapter accounts, 
the financial operations of the Fraternity, questions about jewelry, National Fees, replacement of ritual 
equipment, membership manuals, pins and badges, as well as address/phone/email changes, Chapter 
Eternal notification, and pledge and initiation reporting procedures. 

 
Jeff Hughes 
Director of Alumni Engagement 
Email  | jeff@triangle.org 
Phone | 317.837.9640 
Contact Jeff with questions about TriangleConnect, alumni communications, events and programs, 
Founders Day events, advisor/volunteer training and resources, and anything else related to working 
with alumni.  Also, Jeff is our liaison with the national FIRST organization. 

 
Drew Hopson 
Director of Chapter Services 
Email  | drew@triangle.org 
Phone | 219.928.8633 
Contact Drew with questions about chapter operations, officer duties and transitions, chapter planning 
and goal setting, new member education and chapter risk management.  Drew can also help with FHSI 
programming and the Tightrope online education program. 
 
Jim Phillips 
Growth Specialist 
Email  | jim@triangle.org  
Phone | 812.719.8132 
Contact Jim with questions about chapter recruitment/growth, the Triangle Recruitment Coaches (TRC) 
program and expansion opportunities or recommendations. 

 
Contact HQ by phone at 317-837-9640 | by email at HQ@triangle.org | or by postal mail at  
120 S Center Street, Plainfield, IN 46168.  We provide ideas, programs and support for all areas 
of chapter operations.  Call us for assistance before your challenges become overwhelming! 
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Developing and implementing a comprehensive plan to 
communicate with alumni is daunting. Triangle now offers 
a solution to get better results with half the hassle. 

ENGAGE 
ALUMNI 
WITH EASE

CONTACT ALUMNI@TRIANGLE.ORG

FOR PRICING AND TO LEARN MORE

Strengthen Your Chapter

Get More for Less 

Website Support

Allieviates the need to be tech savy when 
your chapter has a expert to rely on.

Consistent Delivery

Materials are sent throughout the year on 
your chapter’s behalf.

Easy Customization

Share content that is unique to your 
chapter. 

Services Include
It’s a known fact that chapters with strong alumni 
support excel. The reason is because alumni have the 
wisdom, resources and talent that a chapter needs. 
Whether it’s through donations, volunteer time or 
opening the door o networking opportunities, alumni 
are an untapped asset for any chapter success.

The alumni communication program allows chapters 
to receive more benefits without having to manage it. 
The chapter simply provides some content for chapter 
personalization and can sit back and relax because 
everything else will be in capable hands. 
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CONTACT ALUMNI@TRIANGLE.ORG

FOR PRICING AND TO LEARN MORE

BASIC EXTENDED PREMIUM
OPTIONS

PACKAGE

Send a 4-page, full color customized newsletter 
to all alumni with valid addresses on file. 

4-PAGE, FULL COLOR MAILING

Send a digital newsletter version to all alumni 
with valid  email addresses on file.

DIGITAL COPY EMAILED

Tech support for fraternity sponsored website 
services and other services (e.g. hosting event 
registration pages online).

CHAPTER WEBSITE SUPPORT

Send one (1) full color customized postcard to 
all alumni with valid addresses on file. Design 
services, available for an additional fee.

ANNUAL POSTCARD

Are your alumni records out-of-date? Get help 
with cleaning and improving your alumni 
database.

CHAPTER DATABASE REVIEW

Get a personalized chapter landing page that 
accepts alumni donations for local dues, your 
Chapter Endowment Fund (CEF) and more.

CHAPTER SPECIFIC GIVING WEBSITE

Plan an epic alumni event through a 
one-on-one consultation.

EVENT CONSULTATION

T T

T T T

T T

T T

T T T

T T

T T

T

T

T

ALUMNI COMMUNICATION

T

T

newsletters per year

4
newsletters per year

3
newsletters per year

2

Planning a successful event can be daunting. 
Let us handle all the heavy lifting for you, from 
marketing to registration to collecting funds.

FULL SERVICE EVENT PLANNING

Have an appropriate, well-regarded speaker for 
your event such as an alumni brother, national 
councilman, board or staff member.

SPEAKERS BUREAU

Includes donation solicitation(s) each year to 
help fund your chapter’s scholarship or other 
educational needs. (Extended - 1; Premium - 2)

ANNUAL FUND SOLICITATION

T

T

Speak with our social media experts to help 
you design a social media strategy that fits 
your chapter’s needs.

SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY & CONSULTATION
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 FIRST (For the Inspiration and Recognition of Science and technology) is a group of robotics 

programs designed to get K-12 students interested in STEM and develop their skills through 

mentorship and hands-on learning. FIRST is one of the largest and most successful organizations in 

the world dedicated to STEM education and careers. More than 480,000 students around the globe 

participate in FIRST’s four programs. Triangle Fraternity is honored to be one of the newest Alliance 

Partners with FIRST 

For grades 9-12, FRC is 

the “Sport of the mind.” It 

combines intense 

competition and robotics. 

Students design and build 

large robots under strict 

time constraints and are 

leaders in the outreach 

efforts of FIRST. 

For ages 6-10, FLL Jr. 

is designed to be a first 

taste of STEM.  

Students build LEGO 

models and create 

posters to present what 

they learned at 

exposition-style 

competitions. 

For grades 4-8, FLL 

introduces robotics and 

develops research skills. 

Students build a LEGO 

robot to complete 

challenges and complete a 

research project to develop 

a solution to a problem 

based on the challenge 

theme. 

For grades 7-12, FTC 

provides a more complex 

challenge for participants. 

Students build a mid-size 

robot using design skills 

and  participate in 

outreach to grow the 

FIRST program. 

 FIRST robotics is made possible by its many volunteers. Competitions are run entirely by a 

volunteer staff and team mentors volunteer their time to work with students. There is always a need 

for more volunteers and mentors. For someone without prior FIRST experience, the best way to get 

involved is by volunteering at a competition.  

 As Alliance Partners of FIRST, Triangle is working to connect our members with FIRST 

events near them so they can get involved. There is a focus on FRC events because Triangle 

provides scholarships which FRC students are likely interested in. There are several options for 

Triangle members to get involved, and sign-up instructions as well as contact information can be 

found on the next page. 

About FIRST 

How to Get Involved 
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1. Visit FIRSTinspires.org and click “register” in the top right corner. 

2. Fill out your information to set up your account. 

3. Login to your account and view your dashboard. From the top right corner, view and update your 

profile, Select Triangle as your employer under the “my information” page. 

4. From your dashboard, go to the Volunteer Registration tab and select “Volunteer at an event” 

5. In the event search portal you can either enter your zip code or search for your event by name. 

6. Select your event. Then fill out your availability.  

7. Choose your preferred roles. (Recommended: Field reset, Team Queueing, Media, or choose 

“assign me as needed”) 

8. Unless you mentor an FRC team, leave the Team Affiliation page blank. 

9. Click the Complete button. On the next page, click “Begin Youth Protection Screening” (this will 

automatically appear if you are over 18 years old) 

10. Complete the screening process as instructed. This may take some time to process, especially 

for out-of-state or international students. Register early so this doesn’t become an issue. 

How to Sign Up 

 Please reach out with any questions about events, volunteering, tabling, mentoring, or 

anything else you want to know about FIRST. FIRST also has a lot of great resources on their own 

website, including some fantastic promotional videos. 

Email: Hailee@triangle.org 

FIRST website: FIRSTinspires.org 

More Information 
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Triangle Education Foundation Chapter Endowment Fund Program offers a Tax-Deductible way 
to financially support your chapter! 
 
To address individual chapter needs, the Triangle Education Foundation has developed the 
Chapter Endowment Fund Program. This program was originally developed by members of 
local chapters wishing to support the educational and leadership needs of their local chapter. 
The Chapter Endowment Fund Program is looking to extend this service to all our chapters. The 
program will give potential donors the opportunity to make a significant gift to the educational 
programs of your chapter and a charitable tax deduction on your Federal income forms subject 
to the Federal Tax laws. 

Your chapter can now establish its own Chapter Endowment Fund (CEF) with the Triangle 
Education Foundation. All gifts to the CEF will be held by the Foundation as restricted gifts for 
the benefit of your chapter for any of the following educational purposes: 

1. Scholarship grants to members of your chapter. 

2. Educational grants to cover portions of the registration travel and accommodation expenses 

of members of your chapter attending leadership conferences of Triangle or another 

accredited leadership development program. 

3. Grants for educational resources in your fraternity structure, such as desks, bookcases, 

books, computers and software in the educational areas and for the construction, 

renovation, maintenance and equipment of Designated Educational Areas of your chapter 

home. 

4. Educational grants to cover portions of the registration, travel and accommodation expenses 

of members of your chapter attending professional society meetings and education events. 

5. Educational grants to underwrite portions of your chapter’s Leadership Advantage session. 

6. Educational grants to cover portions of the registration, travel, accommodations, supplies 

and equipment for academic competitions in which the chapter is participating. 

Assets held by your CEF within the Foundation an individual account must reach $25,000 in 
principal balance within three years from the date a fund agreement is executed. 
This exciting program provides opportunities to fund the educational purposes of your chapter 
and the educational and leadership needs of its undergraduate brothers. The Foundation 
Directors and staff look forward to hearing from you. 
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Triangle Chapters with Chapter Endowment Funds 

Armour Cal Poly Pomona Clemson  Colorado State  Illinois 

Iowa State Kansas  Kansas State  Louisville         Marquette 

Michigan Michigan State Michigan Tech  Missouri Mines  MSOE 

Ohio State Oklahoma  Penn State  Penn State Behrend  Purdue 

Pittsburgh Rose   South Dakota Mines Toledo    Utah 

Washington 

 
For information on how to contribute to your chapter’s CEF or how to start a CEF for your 
chapter, please contact Foundation Vice President, Aaron Girson at agirson@triangle.org or call 
(317)203-4510. 

Triangle Chapters with not yet complete Chapter Endowment Funds 
The chapters listed below have Chapter Endowment Funds in the process of being funded. If 
you want to contribute to one of these funds please contact Foundation Vice President, Aaron 
Girson at agirson@triangle.org 

Kentucky  Nebraska  UCLA 

Chapters with a Chapter Endowment Fund via the Young Chapter Program 
 
The chapters listed below do not have fully funded Chapter Endowment Funds, but the 
Foundation is providing these chapters with $1,250 a year in CEF funds. In return they are 
asked to encourage alumni, friends and family to make donations to their fund and grow it over 
time. This program is open to chapters you are 15 years or younger from the date of their 
original chartering. To get more information on this program, contact the Foundation's 
President, Scott Bova at sbova@triangle.org. 

Charlotte   Virginia Tech 

A great way to boost your Chapter Endowment Fund balance is to participation in the 
Garatoni Building Better Men program. 

The Judy and Larry Garatoni Building Better Men Chapter Endowment Fund initiative is a 
program to recognize outstanding Triangle chapters that are making scholarship, 
service, leadership development and being a positive influence on their communities a priority.  
Each year $100,000 is awaded to the top chapter, $25,000 runner up chapter and $25,000 to a 
young chapter (Rattle Award).    Chapter Endowment Funds may be used by the chapters to fund 
educational programming, leadership development initiatives, academic achievement programs 
and scholarships.  
The 2020 Judy and Larry Garatoni Building Better Men Chapter Endowment Fund competition is 
underway; all Triangle chapters and colonies are eligible to participate.  
For more questions on the Garatoni Building Better Men program or general Triangle Education 
Foundation questions, please contact Scott Bova, CFRE, President of the Foundation 
at sbova@triangle.org or at 317- 837-9641.  
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Triangle Building and Housing Corporation 
Property Improvement Contest 

Does your chapter want extra money to help improve your chapter house? Apply for your share of the 
$10,000 awarded annually to chapters as part of the TBHC Property Improvement Contest! 

Previous projects have included building workshops, replacing doors and windows, planting gardens, 
replacing driveways, improving bathrooms, rennovating rec spaces, and more! 

For 2019-20, the maximum individual grant award is $1,000. There is $10,000 available for all grants. All proposals will be considered 
against the following criteria:

1. We encourage alumni participation. Points will be awarded for including alumni, with maximum points for 4+ alumni participating in 
the project.

2. We encourage chapter members to be involved. Maximum points are awarded for 90% of the chapter being involved in the project.
3. We encourage members to take a hands-on role in projects whenever feasible. Maximum points are awarded for no third parties 

completing the work.
4. We believe that while functionality is important, so too are project appearances. Points will be awarded for aesthetic value.
5. We encourage the improvement of things that will impact the most people. Points are awarded for improving or adding items that 

are significantly used. For example, a common room improvement for a chapter house will earn more points than a single bed-
room.

6. We encourage chapters to improve safety and well-being. Points will be awarded for projects that may have a positive effect on 
safety or on insurance rates.

7. We all strive to make the world a better place. Points will be awarded for improvements that impact the greater community beyond 
the chapter.

8. All project proposals will also be evaluated for their overall organization and “wow” factor. 

To apply, scan the QR code to be taken to the application form or go to https://www.triangle.org/ac-
tives/property-improvement-contest/.  After applying your proposal will be evaluated and grant money 
will be awarded to winners. If awarded funding, you must submit photos of the completed project as 
well as a short summary of how the project went to pic@trianglebhc.org. Please direct any questions 
to pic@trianglebhc.org or mfouts@trianglebhc.org.
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TRIANGLE 
BUILDING 6:

HOUSING CORP. 

BUILDING TRIANGLE'S FUTURE Fall 2019 

Oklahoma's Friendship 

Extends Beyond Their Walls 

and Into the Community 

The men of the Oklahoma Chapter have 
transformed a turbulent history with their 
residential neighbors into a great example 

of how to reach out and serve the 
surrounding community. 

The historic, architecturally significant 
chapter house was originally built in 1930 
for another fraternity. A couple of years 
later, it was sold to a sorority. Purchased in 
1959 by a religious organization, it was 
then transitioned

for use as a retirement home and served as 
such for more than 40 years. 

Triangle acquired the property at auction in 
2000, with help from the TBHC. With 22 
bedrooms, a commercial kitchen and other 
useful common spaces, this was viewed as a 
good investment for a fraternity of modest 
size. Its location close to campus engineering 
facilities was seen as a convenient plus. 

Since the house sits in a residential area 
composed largely of single-family dwellings, 
the local neighborhood organization 
objected to Triangle's purchase from the 
very beginning. The neighbors had hoped 
that the house would be converted to a

The Oklahoma Chapter Home. 

Contact Mike Fouts at mfouts@trianglebhc.org or (317) 203-4506 

Check out triangle.org/tbhc for more info 
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Oklahoma's Friendship Extends Beyond Their Walls and Into the Community (cont.) 

private residence. The concerns 
associated with the purchase 
eventually led the neighborhood group 
to bring suit, attempting to prevent the 
fraternity from occupying the property. 
The TBHC helped to fund the legal 
defense of our property rights.

Attorneys for Triangle based their 
response to the suit on the argument 
that use of the structure as a fraternity 
was essentially the same as its prior use 
as a retirement home. Additionally, they 
pied the case for its original 1930 zoning 
exception to operate as a fraternal 
organization [see Property Wars article 
in last TBHC newsletter, and Supreme 
Court case Euclid v Ambler Realty 272 

us 365 (1926)]. 

Despite their efforts, the City of Norman 
declined to continue the zoning 
exception. The case then proceeded to 
progress through several courts. 

In the first two years after Triangle's 
purchase of the house, it was occupied by the 
maximum allowed number of three brothers. 
Because that did not produce enough income 
to pay expenses, the building was 
temporarily leased out to another 
organization. The legal case finally reached 
the Oklahoma Supreme Court in 2002. 

In a surprising turn of events, the state 
supreme court rendered a decision in favor 
of Triangle Fraternity (Triangle v City of 
Norman 2002 OK 80). By overturning 
previous decisions, a judgement was entered 
against the City of Norman to allow 
occupation of the house by the fraternity. 
Thus it happened that, in January of 2003, a 
total of 12 men moved into the chapter 
house. Plans were put into place for 
necessary renovations to the 73-year-old 
property. 

As one might imagine, relationships with the 
long-standing residents of the surrounding 
neighborhood were rough. The community 

A farewell cookout for one of the neighbors . 

Contact Mike Fouts at mfouts@trianglebhc.org or (317) 203-4506 

Check out triangle.org/tbhc for more info 
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Oklahoma's Friendship Extends Beyond Their Walls and Into the Community (cont.) 

association was not happy about the 
fraternity utilizing their property, 
fearing that a Greek organization might 
make modifications to a historic 
landmark cherished by the 
neighborhood. Triangle men, all too 
aware of their neighbors' opposition to 
the presence of a fraternity, kept to 
themselves and their own interests 
while seeking to recruit and build the 
Oklahoma Chapter. 

It turns out, Maintaining a Chapter Home 
has a way of healing wounds. 

Neal Helfrey ritO8, a transplanted 
alumnus, has lived in the Oklahoma 
house as superintendent for the past 
two years. He describes his first contact 
with a neighborhood homeowner. "I was 
working hard at the house when I 
assumed the role of superintendent. 
Gutting some of the interior areas for 
renovation, painting outside and in, 
cleaning and so on. It was a big job! A lot 
had been neglected for quite a while. I 
loved it, but it was hard work." As he 
toiled outside the building one day, a 
neighbor ambled over to chat and 
compliment him on the effort he was 
making to improve the property. That 
conversation was a beginning. 
"That was Lee Hall, president of the 
neighborhood association. She had only 
lived across the street for a couple of 
years, but was aware of the 
troublesome history between the 
residents and the Chapter. We started 
talking and hit it off right from the 
beginning! That conversation opened up 
the opportunity to continue speaking to 
each other occasionally."

When people start talking, things change. It 
wasn't long before Hall reached out to the 
chapter president with an idea. She tells the 
story with great enthusiasm. "I asked if he 
(the president) would be interested in 
hosting a neighborhood get-together at the 
house. They have a big front yard which I 
thought would make a great gathering place 
for everyone. He was very willing!" The event 
was scheduled and the neighbors turned out 
in good number, along with many of the 
Triangle men. Hall adds, "And the fraternity 
was so gracious. They provided ice cream for 
the event. It was a wonderful time." 

The next thing that evolved from those first 

Pumpkin carving event for the neighborhood. 

Contact Mike Fouts at mfouts@trianglebhc.org or (317) 203-4506 

Check out triangle.org/tbhc for more info 
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Oklahoma's Friendship Extends Beyond Their Walls and Into the Community (cont.) 

steps toward 
reconciliation 
was a Halloween 
event for the 
neighborhood 
children. Helfrey 
recalls the 
conversation 
when Hall 
broached the 
idea. "She came 
to us and asked if 
we would mind 
them doing a 
pumpkin-carving 
party on the 
lawn.Our 

Lee Hall, Chautauqua 

Homeowners Association

answer was 'Yes. Can we help?' " Hall 
nostalgically remembers the 
involvement of the Chapter at that 
event. "It was fun for the neighbors, a 
safe place for the kids to trick-or-treat. 
When we reached out to the men, they 
were - once again - very willing. They 
helped get pumpkins ready for carving, 
they set up tables, they played with the 
kids. It felt like we were really building a 
relationship." 

The Active President to whom Hall 
originally reached out with her idea for 
neighborhood events was Trevor 
Cooper okl5. He echoes her sentiments 
regarding those early gatherings and 
the subsequent impact of bringing 
everyone together. "The men of Triangle 
and I believed that having and 
supporting the neighborhood events 
was a great way to show our neighbors 
that we could have a positive influence 
on the community. The biggest influence 

in our relationship is our neighbors Lee and 
Rick Hall. In reality, the only steps I had to 
take were to support the neighborhood 
programming and encourage Triangle 
members to assist at these events. Due to 
this, most of the neighbors who were 
originally against us occupying the house 
eventually seemed content to have us live 
there .. .'' 

Those first couple of neighborhood 
gatherings proved to be the launch pad for 
additional events. In 2017, Triangle opened 
up the house for a tour and a hamburger 
cookout on that big front yard. Local families 
from 15 different households showed up, 
along with most of the active members and 
several alumni who had been actives during 
the court cases. The event was successful at 
shedding light on both sides of the earlier 
issue, and brought everyone together. 

Hall said, "Because the old house had not 
been properly maintained, Neal did a lot of 
interior renovations, selling off lots of stuff 
that had been left behind, replacing old stuff 
with new furnishings, refinishing the floor, 
painting. There were lots of updates to 
increase membership. He did everything 
under the sun to create a good environment. 
It was a wonder to watch! Everyone was 
very impressed. We all loved what he tried to 
do. 

"Neal was just such a positive representative 
of the chapter. Great guy, so responsible in 
trying to take care of the house and model 
that for the guys. The neighbors now try to 
support all of them during finals week with 
snacks. We make a concerted effort to get to 
know the Active Presidents and the guys 

Contact Mike Fouts at mfouts@trianglebhc.org or (317) 203-4506 

Check out triangle.org/tbhc for more info 
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